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Abstract 
In this paper we summarize the bayesian methodology for 
forensic analysis of the evidence in the speaker recognition area. 
We also describe the procedure to convert any speaker 
recognition system into a valuable forensic tool according to the 
bayesian methodology. Furthermore, we study the difference 
between assessment of speaker recognition technology using 
DET curves and assessment of forensic systems by means of 
Tippet plots. Finally, we will show several complete examples of 
our speaker recognition system in a forensic environment. Some 
experiments will be presented where, using Ahumada-Gaudí 
speech data, we optimize the Likelihood Ratio computation 
procedure in order to be robust to inconsistencies in the 
estimation of within- and between-sources statistical 
distributions. Results in the different tested situations, 
summarized in Tippet plots, show the adequacy of this approach 
to daily forensic work. 

1. Introduction 
This work deals with forensic reporting of conclusions from the 
labs to the judge/jury when speaker recognition techniques are 
used. In this way, there is a key point to remark: the difference 
between the output scores of a speaker recognition system and a 
forensic system. Forensic scientists must know how to convert 
the system identification results (scores) in meaningful values 
that must be useful to the Court 

In typical commercial speaker recognition systems, where 
the objective is to accept true users and to reject impostors, it is 
usual to assess its performance in detection tasks by means of 
ROC and DET curves [1], showing the tradeoff between missed 
detections (false rejections) and false alarms (false acceptances). 
This core technology when used in any forensic system can also 
be assessed through ROC/DET curves as has been shown in the 
literature [2][3]. However, an intense debate among forensic 
practitioners have taken place in the last years in order to achieve 
a common framework for the evaluation of evidence and its 
interpretation to the court, which leads to specific procedures for 
performance assessment of the resulting forensic systems. 

The value of the different types of forensic evidence has 
been severely attacked, questioning their scientific status [4-7] in 
the field. Classically, there have been two different approaches to 
forensic reporting in “individualization of the source” areas [2]: 
to provide just “identification” or “exclusion/elimination” 
decisions, and the use of a verbal scale of identification 
probabilities. Both approaches has two main drawbacks: firstly, 
the use of subjective thresholds force the forensic 
scientist/system to take the subjective decision of identification 
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lusion/rejection ignoring the prior probabilities related to 
se and therefore usurping the role of the court in taking 
cision; and secondly the large amount of non-reporting 
hat this identification/exclusion process induces [8][2].  

Bayesian Analysis of Forensic Evidence 
ately, nowadays the bayesian approach is firmly 
shed as a theoretical framework for any forensic 
ine [9][10]. Forensic systems provide their results in the 
of Likelihood Ratios (LR) according to this approach, 
assessed through Tippet plots. Since in a bayesian 
ork there are no thresholds involved, and therefore 

r false alarms nor miss detections occur, then DET curves 
t a proper way to assess forensic system performance. In 
s shown that, even if the speaker recognition and forensic 
s use the same core technology, different output scores 
vided, and therefore assessment tools specially suited for 

orresponding applications must be used.  
 the bayesian framework, the roles of the scientist, that 
 infer the identity of the speaker from the analysis of the 
fic evidence, and the judge/jury are clearly separate, as 
urt wants to know the odds in favor of the prosecution 
ition (C) (“the suspect has committed the crime”) against 
osite (“the suspect has not committed the crime”), given 
cumstances of the case (I) and the observations made by 
ensic scientist (E).  These odds in favor of C are: 

ICO
I,CEPr

I,CEPr
I,ECO                          (1) 

xpressed in words, the Posterior odds = Likelihood ratio x 
odds, where the prior odds concern to the court 
round information relative to the case) and the likelihood 
R): 

I,CEPr

I,CEPr
LR                                      (2) 

ided by the forensic scientist. This LR modifies the prior 
knowing that ”...the shift from prior to posterior 
ilities means passing from one subjective assessment of 
ility to another. What is involved here is a simple change 
nion in response to new information” [11] (the speech 
ce). The scientist does not usurp the role of the 
jury, but gives a value that modifies the initial odds of the 
ution proposition. 
 order to compute these LR numerator and denominator 
ilities, population data need to exist in order to determine 



objective probabilities. For score-based systems, as automatic 
speaker recognition techniques, speech databases are needed in 
order to model measurement distributions, both within and 
between sources, as this LR is in this case a ratio of probability 
density functions, rather than a ratio of probabilities [2]. 

Moreover, the bayesian approach allows to combine 
different types of evidence present in the process (blood type, 
fingerprint,...) and even the incorporation of subjective 
probabilities related to uncertain events [9][11].   

3. LR Computation and Assessment of 
Systems in Forensic Speaker Recognition 

In this section we will show a way to turn any speaker 
recognition system into a bayesian forensic system, and some 
procedures will be shown in order to avoid anomalous LR 
estimations if the same system has to work in extremely different 
noise/channel conditions. Assuming that the numerator of the LR 
calls for an assessment of the intra-variability of the system, and 
the denominator is related to the random match probability, they 
can be obtained from objective or subjective measures over 
relative frequencies in the relevant population.  

A solution to the problem of likelihood ratio (LR) 
computation in forensic speaker recognition is given in [12] 
using automatic speaker recognition techniques (figure 1). In our 
adapted proposal, we have first to select the adequate population, 
obtaining speaker UBM-MAP-GMM models [13] from the 
selected individuals. We have also to record speech from the 
suspect, building a suspect speaker model (UBM-MAP-GMM) 
with a part of it, and obtaining some reference utterances (SC: 
speech controls) that will be used to estimate the statistical 
distribution standing for the within-source variability.  

In this contribution, within-source distributions are assumed 
to be gaussian. However, the between-source distribution cannot 
assumed to be gaussian as a reference population is involved. In 
our proposal [2][14], the between-source distribution estimation 
is performed with a single dimension ML-GMM. 

In order to test the abilities of systems providing their 
results in the form of LR values, some assessment experiments 
have to be performed. In [15], a useful representation for 
between-source comparisons in any forensic discipline, the so-
called Tippet plot, is provided, representing proportion of cases 
with “LR values greater than…”. Then, we will draw in Tippet 
plots  (an example of Tipple Plots are shown in figure 2)
simultaneously two curves, one for the C hypothesis (the voice 
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Fig. 1. Likelihood Ratio computation 
in Forensic Analysis of Speech Evidences. 
s to the suspect – target), where the system should 
e high LR values (LR>>1), and another one for the 
te hypothesis (the voice does not belong to the suspect – 
rget), where the system should show low LR values 
1). Then, the greater the separations between curves, the 
 the discriminating power of the system. 

obust Likelihood Ratio Estimation 
er to solve different typical errors that appear in the 
tion of Likelihood Ratios, two novel techniques oriented 
mize the LR computation are proposed: 

Within-source Minimum Variance Limiting (WMVL):
o the limited variability (channel, session) typically 
le for the within-source distribution estimation, suspect’s 
 present high consistency which will not be present in the 
eech, leading to anomalous LR estimations. A minimum 
ce obtained from the distribution of speaker individual 
ces in our experiments has shown effective to overcome 
roblem which leaded us initially to about 2-5% of 
lous estimations (very low LRs with good evidence 
 which is nonsense). 

Within-source Degradation Prediction (WDP): in 
le situations, between and within-source distributions are 
 separated, but target evidence relies just in the middle, 

g again to anomalous LR estimations (5-10% of individual 
Between-source estimations are obtained in the best 

ions (against test speech), so no better performance from 
wn speakers or channel/intersession conditions is 
ed. However, very limited variability is included in the 
-source estimation, so significant score degradation is 
ed. Then, WDP just extends the W-distribution tail to 
the data-empty area adjusting the new variance to a value 
 the W-distribution equals the B-distribution at a fixed 
 value, providing meaningful LRs in any case. 

Forensic Evaluation with Ahumada-Gaudí 
Speech Corpus 

are close relations and significant differences in the 
ment of speaker recognition systems when used in 
ercial or forensic applications. In [2] the authors show the 
ience and mutual relationship of both DET and Tippet 

 in their respective environments using the NIST-
ada [16] speech data of NIST’2001 evaluation. Those 
ments were performed in order to assess both the 
logy of our research group (ATVS-UPM), as to be used in 
mmercial/decision-oriented application, and the bayesian 
ic system we have developed based in this technology. 
his section shows some experiments oriented to optimize 
 computation process. We have selected three typical 

ons in forensic cases: 
uspect’s speech is taken from a single conversation in 

 the suspect admits the authorship of the speech (e.g. in a 
one tapping) in a single call, and questioned speech is 
ed from other recordings in different calls. Channel 
tch and session influence are strongly present in this case. 
uspect’s speech and questioned speech are fragments 

he same set of calls, some of them admitted by the suspect 
he author (suspect speech) and some others are disputed 

ioned speech). Channel mismatch and intersession 
ility are present but are also available for the models.  



iii. Suspect’s speech is recorded in a single session during trial 
with a high-quality microphone, while questioned speech has 
been taken from different sessions in different recordings 
(telephone tapping, hidden microphone, answering machines, 
etc.). In this case, strong channel mismatch between the suspect 
and the questioned speech is present along with high intersession 
variability. 

4.1. LR Computation Optimization

We have used 103 male users from the Ahumada corpus, 
using another 122 models (impostors in Ahumada-Gaudí) as 
reference population. Telephone speech has been used for all 
these tests, using for each user session 1 (first call) as suspect 
speech and sessions 2 and 3 as questioned speech. The non target 
curves have been generated for each user using speech from the 
remaining users as questioned speech. 

In figure 2 and figure 3 we show the performance of our 
GMM-MAP-UBM-based bayesian implementation with the 
Ahumada-Gaudí data under different WMVL and WDP 
conditions. In figure 2, we show our system’s performance under 
diverse values of minimum variance for the within-source 
distribution (specific values are system dependent).  
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Fig. 2:   WMVL with different minimum variances (in Tippet 
plots, non-target curves at the left and target curves at the right) 

Fig.

Fig. 3:   The same basic system in the same task with different 
WDP configurations 
igure 3 shows the effect of WDP restricting the within-
 distribution in relation to the between-source distribution 
e system configurations, from less restrictive (sys 1) to 
estrictive (sys 3).  
s we can observe, an increase in the minimum variance of 
within-source distribution strongly increases the 
mance of the system for target users giving for them 
 LR values, but decreases it for non-targets, which present 
 LR values too. However, the effect of this performance 
 less critical since it occurs in LR values smaller one. On 
er hand, a stronger restriction of the values of the within-
 distribution estimation in relation with the between 
 estimation favors the behavior of the system for non-
users, while target users are unaffected. Therefore, a 

nation of both effects gives a better performance of the 
 for target and non target users (sys 3 in figure 3).
nfortunately, the best effect of WDP is not present here as 
iding just slight improvements. However, if not used in 
onsistency cases as the one shown in figure 4, a high 
tage of targets (10-20%) would obtain extremely 
lous LRs (much smaller than one) with very good 
ce scores, which would be non-sense. 

Multisession Influence

s section we present some results that show how our 
ic system behaves when the suspect model is trained with 
ession data. The tests have been performed with a 
tion of 122 male speakers and 103 suspect models trained 

sessions 1, 2 and 3 of telephone speech data from 
ada. Questioned speech is taken from different segments 
he same telephone sessions. We show in figure 4 results 
g the conditions in WDP with the same conditions and 
urations as in figure 3.

irstly, we observe an increase in the performance of the 
 if compared with figure 3. The LR estimation when the 
t model is trained with multisession speech gives much 
results. Also, we observe that the effect of the restriction 
 within-source distribution in relation with the between-
 estimation is much more significant for non-target users 
suspect model are trained with multisession data, while, as 
single session case (fig. 3), target users remain unaffected. 

 4:   Same system, different WMVL configurations with 
multisession training task 



4.3. Channel mismatch effects

This section shows the effects of channel mismatch on the 
performance of a forensic system, and a way to improve this 
performance by means of selecting the proper reference 
population. Figure 5 shows the performance of our forensic 
system when we train the suspect model with microphone, high 
quality speech and we have telephone questioned speech from 
different recordings. We have used 103 male speakers from 
Ahumada, using one microphone session as suspect speech and 
two different telephone sessions as questioned speech. We use 
two different reference populations, both built with 122 male 
speakers of Ahumada, the first one with telephone-speech models 
and the other with microphone-speech models. 

As we can observe, the performance of our forensic system 
has increases when the questioned and the suspect speech are 
mismatched, if we compare figure 5 with figure 2 or 3, specially 
for target users. This is due to the fact that the suspect speech has 
higher quality in this test, and therefore the suspect models are 
more discriminant than models trained with telephone-speech 
data. Also, we can obtain an improvement on the performance of 
the system under this condition if we select a reference 
population adapted in channel condition to the suspect speech 
(suspect model and reference population models are in the same 
channel condition), because, although a slight loss of 
performance occurs for target users in the adapted case, the 
behavior of the LR estimation for non-target users is better in 
values near to LR=1, and therefore the system becomes more 
robust to non-target users LR estimation errors, which is a highly 
desirable effect in forensic analysis. 

5. CONCLUSION 
This contribution shows how any speaker recognition system can 
be adapted to work in a forensic environment according to the 
bayesian approach. While ROC/DET curves assess speaker 
recognition systems/technology performance, they cannot be 
used to provide conclusions to the court in forensic speaker 
recognition under a bayesian framework as no subjective 
thresholds are involved, and therefore acceptance or rejection of 
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Fig. 5:   Effect of channel mismatch between control (suspect) 
and test (incriminating) speech and population selection. 
rs have no sense. We have assessed the performance of 
TVS-UPM forensic system, a GMM-MAP-UBM-based 
 adapted to provide LR values according to the bayesian 
ch, using the Ahumada-Gaudí database, and we have 
 two methods (WMVL and WDP) which significantly 
n the computation of robust LRs in any matched or 
ched condition. Forensic performance of our system has 
shown in three typical forensic situations, obtaining 
ngful values for every single test speech file which can be 
y provided to court to reinforce or attenuate the 
ution hypothesis. 
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